


Task

class agnostic segmentation with user’s input



Pipeline

The key difference is in the user input: 
its main aspects are the encoding and processing of the encoded input

User Input Prediction mask
Satisfy？

Yes End

No



encoding

The changes in disk encoding caused 
by adding new points or moving 
existing ones are always local and only 
slightly affect the encoding map. 

A distance transform map can change drastically when a 
new point is added, especially if there are only a few points. 
In turn, such sudden considerable changes might confuse a 
network.



processing of the encoded input



Iterative Sampling Strategy

for click_indx in range(num_iters):

output = self.net(img, points)

points = get_next_points(output, gt_mask, points)



Iterative Sampling Strategy + Random Sampling Strategy

random sampling is used for initialization and then 
a few clicks are added using the iterative sampling procedure



Incorporating Masks From Previous Steps

• providing additional prior information that can help improve the 
quality of prediction

• Our model takes this mask as the third channel together with two 
channels for positive and negative encoded clicks, respectively.

[ R, G, B, foreground click, background click, previous mask]



Normalized Focal Loss

decreases when the accuracy of the prediction increases

The gradient of NFL does not fade over time due to normalization



Evaluation metric

Number of Clicks (NoC)：

the number of clicks required to achieve the predefined IoU

NoC@85

NoC@90

clicks limit = 20

eg：





Ablation Studies

HRNet-18 and ResNet-34 models with Conv1S show better performance

Disk encoding significantly improves results of both HRNet-18 and ResNet-34

Disk + Conv1S + HRNet



Ablation Studies

NFL leads to better accuracy and convergence on all 4 datasets



Ablation Studies

too high N values (> 4) lead to instability during training and to worse results



Ablation Studies

model that takes a mask from a previous step is 
much more stable and converges to a better IoU




